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When a loved one dies, we want to know that their final wishes were carried out as they had hoped.

Being entrusted to carry out these wishes is an enormous responsibility, and one you may not fully

understand. The title of executor is given to those who have been named to administer a will and

handle the specifics involved with settling an estate. Many times, a loved one dies before the

executor has time to learn what the title entails.  If you have been charged with serving as executor

to a simple estate, How to Settle a Simple Estate Without a Lawyer can bring you up-to-date quickly

on everything you need to know about wills, trusts, probate, taxes, and much more. This book will

help you assess whether the estate under your control can be settled without an attorney. Estates

that involve guardianship of a child and complex trusts may require the assistance of a lawyer.

Before paying expensive attorney fees to settle a rather straightforward estate, allow this book to

explain all the basics you need to know to tackle this project on your own, saving you thousands in

the process.  In this book, you will learn about identifying the different types of trusts such as

charitable trusts, generation-skipping transfer trusts, living trusts, and Totten trusts as well as taking

the first steps as an executor, navigating the probate process, paying the debts of an estate, and

distributing bequests. This book will explain the duties you will perform as the executor, as well as

how to set up a filing system for important documents involved with the estate, claim life insurance

and social security benefits, read the will, manage assets and pay bills involved with the estate, and

transfer property belonging to the estate. Settling a loved oneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s estate can be a taxing

experience when also trying to cope with his or her passing, especially if the subject is foreign to

you. DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t worsen the experience by throwing away your hard-earned money and hiring an

attorney to settle a simple estate you can feasibly handle on your own. Ã‚Â  The companion

CD-ROM is included with the print version of this book; however is not available for download with

the electronic version.Ã‚Â  It may be obtained separately by contacting Atlantic Publishing Group at

sales@atlantic-pub.com   Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in

Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company presidentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s garage, Atlantic

Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles

are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers,

and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals

that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with

expert advice.Ã‚Â  Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or

companies discussed.
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ashar@hbr.net or lashar@wickenslaw.com.

The Estate I am helping with is very simple, with 1 beneficiary who is also the Executor. You must

refer to your own State Laws for the specifics. For example, in PA the Executors Notice must

appear 3 times in a publication which covers the decedents residential location. Most Court Houses

will give you a packet of Forms to complete. These forms also have instructions. I checked

everything mentioned back to my State and my accountant. I fully expect to be able to close the

Estate without the need for a lawyer, but if you are not sure about anything consult legal help on an

hourly basis. I did not hand the Estate over to be managed by a lawyer due to the expense. Just

employ them for the specific need and get a fee for that work.
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